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Fazer Mk2 Mad Van
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Fazer Mk2 Mad Van 1/10 4WD Readyset RTR Monster Truck 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $216.99

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $216.99

Sales price without tax $216.99

Discount 

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Designed in the image of an American full-size van, Kyosho's fun MAD VAN model combines retro body styling with a light and sporty chassis
for pure R/C enjoyment. The simple design of the FZ02L-BT chassis uses fewer parts for easy maintenance and delivers strength and rigidity
through front & rear stiffeners with reinforced ribbing and optimized material formulation on critical parts. In addition, the near symmetrical
design and optimal front-rear suspension balance works in combination with the power source to produce excellent control and maneuverability
for this type of model. Front and rear differentials, oil shocks and full ball bearing specifications provide performance to compliment its high
durability and impact-resistance. Soft compound, wide large-diameter tires with inner foam feature rounded shoulders to produce secure grip,
not only off-road, but on sealed surfaces too, so this van can be enjoyed just about anywhere! As the MAD VAN is fully pre-assembled
Readyset, only 4 x AA batteries for the transmitter, a battery for the chassis, and a battery charger are required for the fun to begin. Whether
going off-road or on-road, the MAD VAN produces dynamic performance to be enjoyed with its own unique style.

Required:
Battery for Chassis
Charger
4 x AA size batteries for transmitter
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Features:

Enjoy the direct acceleration of the shaft-driven full-time 4WD (FZ02L-BT) buggy chassis.
Factory-assembled Readyset only requires 4 x AA size batteries for the transmitter, a battery for the chassis and battery charger to run.
Includes 2.4GHz Syncro KT-231P+ transmitter with throttle trim, steering trim, throttle EPA, and steering dual rate settings.
Two-bevel grease-filled gear differentials are equipped as standard on the front and rear.
Large size dog bone & cup joints contribute to improved durability and reliability.
Strap battery mount allows various battery types to be installed.

 

Specifications:

Length 383mm
Width 323mm
Height 200mm
Wheelbase 273mm
Tread (F/R) 250mm/250mm
Motor 550 size G14L
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